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KEY SKILLS 

• Enterprise driven solution 
architecture 

• Integration architecture 

• Service based and event driven 
architectures 

• Information architecture 

• Business Process Management 

• Developing and maintaining 
relationships 

• Delivering business outcomes 

• Business Capability Modelling 

• Model Driven Design 

• Aligning Business, Information 
and Technical architectures 

• Establishing “fit-for-purpose” 
Enterprise Architecture 
practices in organisations 

QUALIFICATIONS 

• Bachelor of Applied Science, 
University of South Australia 

• Bachelor of Mathematics & 
Computer Science, University 
of South Australia 

 

OVERVIEW 

Steve is a Principal Consultant at Fragile to Agile with over 30 years’ experience in the IT Industry, 
ranging from business analysis, solution design and implementation, project management, managing 
development, business intelligence, database administration teams, and consulting teams. 

Steve’s early focus was broad and deep in solution design and implementation. A talent for system 
design led to a specialisation in solution architecture, integration architecture, and service orientation. 
Steve’s roles became increasingly more strategic, including advisory and leadership. 

These roles balanced Steve’s softer skills, providing an understanding of the importance of 
relationships, communication, and pragmatism in successful outcomes. 

Steve’s goals are to provide solutions and advice that help his customers achieve their desired 
outcomes. He thrives on making a difference. 

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY 

• Since joining Fragile to Agile Steve has worked as a Principal and Senior Architect on several 
successful engagements: Roadmap and Investment and Prioritisation process for City of 
Adelaide, Integration Strategy and Reference Architectures for Sigma Chemicals, City of Adelaide, 
Credit Union SA, and ACH Group, Roadmap for Central Coast Council, NSW, Architecture tool 
selections for Frankston City Council, SA Health and Department for Energy and Mining. 

• Steve was responsible for introducing Enterprise Architecture to People’s Choice Credit Union, 
establishing the “building codes” architecting and implementing solutions. Steve was also the 
technical lead for the NPP (fast payments) project. A service-oriented enterprise integration layer 
was implemented to support the project. Steve continues to support People’s Choice Credit Union 
in achieving NPP mandated changes and provides training in API testing techniques. 

• Steve was a Practice Manager, and Integration and SOA domain lead for Rubicon Red, managing 
and mentoring a diverse team of 30 consultants across Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane, Sydney, 
and Hyderabad. 

• Steve led an Integration architecture review providing a future services strategy and roadmap. 
Steve created SAPOL’s Integration Reference Architecture and provided the integration 
architecture for a HRMS replacement. Steve also provided strategic advice in the design of 
SAPOLs Common Data Model. 

• Steve worked with the Knowledge and Information Management team to address key issues with 
SANTOS’ data integration architecture. The engagement delivered several strategic architectural 
design and standards documents, with a roadmap to setup an Integration Competency Centre. A 
subsequent engagement built on this foundation to help SANTOS establish a delivery 
methodology and Integration as a Service capability. 

• SOA Reference Architecture, SOA Delivery Methodology, Steve led a review and subsequent 
architectural redesign yielding measurable performance improvements of 70-80%, virtually 
eliminating existing platform instability for Accolade Wines. 

 
 

 


